
Date: 11th June 2014

Unit 12: Specialist study in creative media production

Assessment & Grading Recording Sheet

To achieve a Pass grade the learner must achieve all of the following 

criteria;

Assessment Criteria for PASS
R= Referral, S = satisfactory, HS = High Standard, 

VHS = Very High Standard

R S HS VHS

Summary of Evidence/Reason for Referral

1.1 Critically describe a range of contextual perspectives

influencing a chosen discipline in creative media 

production. x

Essay Proposal

You have investigated three different ideas to write your report on and looked into how these will affect your final film.

Your proposal is quite detailed. You have repeated yourself quite a bit through in the first few sentences of the rational. 

You need to make sure you re-read your work before handing it in. I can see what you are intending to write about 

though, your research and experiments that you are hoping to carry out. 1.2 Apply knowledge of critical perspectives to inform 

own practice. x

2.1 Identify a range of relevant academic and cultural

sources for a personal research project. x
Literature Review

You have identified sources of information for use in your report. You have talked about two books in quite a bit of detail  

and added in quotes etc. You could also have added more information as to whether these sources were relevant and 

questioned their validity more. I would also have like to have seen a paragraph about further reading that you may have 

intended to look at as it seems that these books weren’t that useful.2.2 Critically evaluate information from a range

of sources to inform ideas. x

3.1 Apply academic conventions in the production and

presentation of ideas. x
Specialist Study Report

Your report is informative but at times is lacking in evidence to back up some of the claims that you have made. The stills 

that you have added in are good and show off the cinematography that you are talking about well. I would have liked to 

see some further reading though. Online journals and articles that you could have read to back up the comments that you 

have made about colour temperature etc. We talked about the books that you got from the library and that these were not 

very helpful – you could have gone back and borrowed some others instead. I can see that you have made some 

interesting points though and this is good for the amount of time you had to write this. 

3.2 Effectively communicate ideas in appropriate

formats. 
x

Has the student passed the Unit? Pass:

x
Referral: Referral Actions:
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